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Want to get your students financially literate? Think they
should know how the economy works? What about the basics
of starting a business? Or just help them understand how to
make and manage their own money?
Look no further than Biz Kid$, a national public TV series that
teaches middle and high school students how to make and
manage money. This Emmy Award-winning series is produced by the creators of Bill Nye
The Science Guy and covers all topics of financial literacy and entrepreneurship education.
The series keeps kids engaged through a clever blend of sketch comedy, animation, and real
life stories of young entrepreneurs.
Each of the 71 episodes includes a free lesson plan with many in English and Spanish
mapped to both national standards for financial literacy and entrepreneurship education, as
well as Common Core, and all the State standards for K-12. Check out www.bizkids.com.
Biz Kid$ is supplemented by numerous resources for teachers and students alike including:






video clips
online games
student toolkits
downloadable templates
community resources

Using Biz Kid$ in the Classroom
Here's how teachers are using Biz Kid$ to engage their
students about money:





The 'Break The Bank' game teaches concepts
of interest and savings
Our Life on the Edge Toolkit simulates real life
perspective of family finances
Clips of episodes and corresponding lesson
plans engage and inspire
The How To Turn $100 Into $1 Million book teaches students how to earn, budget
and grow their money

Teachers can access full episodes of Biz Kid$ by either recording off-air, or by purchasing
DVDs or streaming videos. For more information please contact Jamie Hammond at
jamie@bizkids.com.
Coming soon!
Biz Kid$ is offering a fun online course based on our best-selling book, How To Turn $100
Into $1 Million. We've condensed the book, and added loads of video clips from the show,
graphic images, and downloadable worksheets to enhance the experience. This will be one
of the most engaging ways for your students to learn personal finance. It will be available end
of May 2018 at bizkids.com. Learn more about this at the National FCCLA Conference in
Atlanta in June at the Biz Kid$ booth!
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